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OVERVIEW

DESCRIPTION

Company: Expert Bookings Online

Industry: Software

Number of Employees: 1

Bank: Wells Fargo LTD Bank

Law Firm: Goodwin Law 

Funding: Bootstrapping 

We were founded in 2020
during the global pandemic to
take advantage of the lack of
automation in legacy
newsrooms and antiquated
technology utilized by public
relations professionals.

Expert Bookings Online, d.b.a. EBO is the
first-ever automated media bookings API
that connects subject matter experts with
businesses and broadcasts. 

Starting with experts, podcasts and
newsrooms-EBO helps users book expert
guests on demand. When key criteria are
put into our system, we automate the
matching and booking of a guest in under 
5 minutes. 

We currently have the capacity to support
digital streaming and traditional legacy
broadcast entities via mobile and desktop
applications. 

Our platform can connect 8.2M
unique expert bookings to more
than 3M content creation platforms
globally.
 
We use algorithms, data scrapping
and artificial intelligence to match
each content creator with subject
matter experts based upon unique
search terms, within seconds. 

Our platform provides dashboard
analytics, helping content creators
manage their media bookings in
real time. In addition to several
patents pending, our marketplace,
potential traction, and team
provides us with significant
defensibility. 

BACKGROUND

PRODUCT

www.expertbookingonline.com

Expert Bookings Online, LLC                                                        Baltimore, Maryland 21229
crystal@expertbookingsonline.com                                          202-390-6769 

EBO has developed expertise in several
notable areas, including flexible and
agile automated booking models and
customizable business workflows. We
are in the process of using that
expertise to increase automation
around identifying and fielding media
bookings for all forms of media
broadcasts and other content creation
platforms.

SPECIAL KNOW-HOW

An estimated 82M unique subject matter expert bookings happen in media per yr.
The market for public relations is $15.6B annually; experiencing a 6% growth in
2021; excluding the $3 billion communications intelligence software and services
market. The global API management market will grow from $3.9B in 2020 to $7.54
billion US in 2026.  The total market is approx. $23B, we are focused on the
Bookings and Talent Management Services segments of public relations.

MARKET

DISTRIBUTION
Direct Sales and Channel Partners.
Partnership with Black Speakers
Network, 20K member community 
of subject matter experts. Pending
partnerships with Cheddar News,
the United Nations and Real News
Public Relations.

There are two direct competitors in the
marketplace Qwoted and Rolli App; the
latter being pre-revenue and pre-
funding. The former, Qwoted is an expert
booking platform designed to help
reporters write better stories faster by
matching experts to journalists.

Qwoted's revenue has grown nearly
2000% over the past 12 months and
they have raised $3M in seed funding
from Caleb Silver and nine other
investors.

Conversely, CISION is an indirect
competitor with a $2.7B valuation (owns
15.17% of the market share). 
CISION is a public relations, earned
media software company that provides
traditional media services as well.
CISION competes with 11 other tools in
the public-relations category. 

Neither CISION, its 11 competitors,
Qwoted or Rolli App, provide an on-
demand media booking API. We’ve
cornered an untapped market that both
our direct and indirect competitors have
ignored and can potentially integrate
into their current product/service
offerings.

COMPETITION

https://www.crunchbase.com/funding_round/qwoted-seed--87badaeb
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/caleb-silver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_relations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earned_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_industry


LUKE COOPER BIANCA JACKSON REGAN FARLEY

Founder with multiple $50M+
exits; Ernst & Young's 2019
Entrepreneur of The Year for
11x outcome for Fixt.
Previously at State Farm and
Caldwell Technology Solutions,
Cooper merged and sold for
$55M to a CACI within 2 years
of launch. He has a JD from
Syracuse University - MBA
from Babson College.

Pulitzer Prize Winning Project
Manager, Emerging Tech at
USA Today, Jackson has a BA
from Drexel University, 
MBA from University of MD;
She is a certified PMP, Agile
and Scrum Methodologies.
Jackson currently is a
commercial real estate
franchisor in Maryland.

Formerly at FOX Ent., E! Ent.,
NAACP and the MD Transit
Admin.. Farley delivers quality
media relations consulting in
tech, news, entertainment and
lifestyle. Farley received a BS in
Mass Communications/Media
Studies from Lincoln University.
Farley is the co-founder of Intel
Media Group.

Business Development Public Relations Product Development 

Previously at FOX News Channel Headquarters in New York,
Berger tripled network bookings while overseeing expert guest
bookings for 1,300 local FOX affiliates nationwide, in addition
to producing and hosting a national news feature airing on 
FOX News and SIRIUS XM. Berger is a NAACP Award Winning
Journalist and Social Media Ambassador for the United Nations
with a BA in English-Communications from the University of
Maryland, Eastern Shore Campus. She holds a Business
Administration Certification from EDAC, Earl C. Graves School
of Business at Morgan State University.                                                                                     

CRYSTAL I. BERGER
CEO + Founder

CHRIS D. LEE

Mobile App Developer

Certified iOS and Android Developer, served as a Development Operations Engineer for Gannett | USA Today.
Lee created Gannett’s crossword puzzle and video playlist while working as an Android Developer for larger
companies like Anthem-developing their backend for the Ingenio application. 
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